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Abstract: Although researchers have identified corruption as a factor capable of affecting the
entrepreneurial ecosystem at the national level of analysis, scholars have reported conflicting results
regarding the exact nature of the relationship between corruption and entrepreneurial intentions.
This paper formulates some propositions about the complex relationship between corruption and
entrepreneurship at different levels of analysis and it suggests and explores the socio-cultural
consequences of such domains’ interactions. Finally, the slippery-slope effect will be discussed as
an intra-individual psychological mechanism that could explain why even morally-engaged people
might replicate corrupt behaviors. The limitations of this work, and its implications for future
researchers and for government policies will be analyzed.
Keywords: corruption; perceived corruption; entrepreneurial intention; entrepreneurial ecosystem;
entrepreneurial development

1. Introduction
Scholars’ growing interest in undercovering the antecedents of entrepreneurial intention is due
to the large and decisive contribution that entrepreneurship has proven to provide to a country’s
economic development (Aidis et al. 2012; Aparicio et al. 2016; Engle et al. 2010; Holcombe 1998;
Lucas and Fuller 2017; Samila and Sorenson 2011; Wennekers and Thurik 1999; Bell 2019). The processes
and characteristics of a country that are capable of influencing business activities, entrepreneurial
intentions and economic development are what North (1991) refers to by the term institutions.
These institutions have been divided into two main categories: formal and informal factors. The former
refer to the norms and regulations individuals must follow in order to start and manage a firm.
The latter refer to people’s beliefs, their shared social norms and their perceptions of characteristics of
the entrepreneurial ecosystem in which they act and through which the formal factors are perceived,
and consequently, adopted (North 1991, 2005; Aparicio et al. 2016; Neneh 2014; Stenholm et al. 2013).
However, Urbano and Alvarez (2014), taking into account the model originally developed by Scott
(1995) and Orr and Scott (2008), and applying it to the entrepreneurial field of study, have reorganized
these institutions into three different dimensions:
•

•

The regulative dimension, linked to the laws, rules, norms and government policies that aim
to support new firms by reducing the economic risks associated with start-ups and helping
entrepreneurs to obtain credit.
The normative dimension, that refers to culturally shared values regarding the importance
of entrepreneurship and being an entrepreneur, and having personal qualities linked to the
entrepreneurial field, such as creativity and divergent thinking.
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The cognitive-cultural dimension, that encompasses an individual’s feelings about the extent to
which they possess the knowledge and skills required to start and manage a firm and his/her
attitudes and perceptions towards entrepreneurship.

The model adopted by Urbano and Alvarez (2014) actually seems rather similar to the one
proposed by North (1991, 2005), since the regulative dimension appears to mirror the formal factors,
whereas the normative and cultural-cognitive dimensions correspond to the informal ones. However,
Urbano and Alvarez (2014) pointed out that the informal factors should be split into two main
dimensions in accordance with their effects on entrepreneurial intention and economic development,
respectively, at the country and the individual levels of analysis. They proposed splitting the
informal factors into the normative and cognitive-cultural dimensions, since the former refer to the
culturally-shared considerations and aspects that might affect entrepreneurship on a national level,
such as the percentage of people in a country that attach high status to successful entrepreneurs
(Urbano and Alvarez 2014, p. 709), or on an individual level, such as personal attitudes towards
entrepreneurship or individual entrepreneurial self-efficacy (Drnovšek et al. 2010; Scott 1995; Urbano
and Alvarez 2014; Esfandiar et al. 2019).
Moreover, in the last few decades, the idea that the development of entrepreneurship within
a country can be affected by dimensions linked to individuals’ characteristics, cultural shared values
and the systems of laws and norms that regulate the firm managing process has brought to life
the concept of entrepreneurial ecosystems (EE) (Singh et al. 2019; Alvedalen and Boschma 2017;
Acs et al. 2017; Stam and Spigel 2016). This peculiar term—ecosystem—has been borrowed from other
sciences—as a metaphor—to represent a system composed of several parts, strictly interconnected.
(Kuckertz 2019). Although a common shared definition of EE is yet to be found (Faggian et al.
2017), we share the one proposed by Stam in his works, “A set of interdependent actors and factors
coordinated in such a way that they enable productive entrepreneurship within a particular territory”
(Stam 2018; Shwetzer et al. 2019). Stam (2015, 2018), taking hints from the pioneering work of North
(1991) and the literature on the topic, provided a rather complete description of the factors that can,
together, affect entrepreneurship. He, therefore, made a distinction between framework conditions
(formal institutions, informal institutions (e.g., entrepreneurial culture), demands for new goods
and physical infrastructure) that are linked to the value creation process within EE, and systemic
conditions (networks of entrepreneurs, leadership, finance, talent, knowledge and support services)
that are specifically connected to the start-up process (Stam 2015, 2018; Brown and Mawson 2019).
Despite the distinctions briefly reported, the factors are intended to interact among themselves (Stam
2018; Singh et al. 2019) and create aggregate value through virtuous circles (Faggian et al. 2017),
as interaction is a key, core element of the entrepreneurial ecosystem model. It must be specified,
however, that EEs are country-related, since they are specifically linked to contextual characteristics
that can differ from region to region (Szerb et al. 2019). For the scope of this paper, we will go deeply in
the framework conditions as they encompass the level of perception of corruption within a country (as
a formal institution) and the informal factors, such as how much being an entrepreneur is valued (as
an informal institution).
Using as our starting point the evidence in the literature that seems to indicate that institutions
have different effects at different levels of analysis (Scott 1995; Urbano and Alvarez 2014), this work
provides a review of the possible effects of corruption on entrepreneurship at both the individual and
national level of analysis. In that sense, we tried to answer the question: are the effects of corruption
on individuals’ entrepreneurial intentions never changing and context-free?
Moreover, we introduce the importance of perceptions in shaping actual individual behaviors,
by discussing a series of propositions about the ways perceptions of corruption could affect
entrepreneurial intention (Engle et al. 2010; Linan and Chen 2009) and how even honest people
may end up behaving corruptly. In this sense, this paper hints at the support that a psychological
perspective may give to the literature about corrupt behaviors in entrepreneurial ecosystems.
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2. The Institutional Dimension and Entrepreneurial Intentions
2.1. Entrepreneurial Intentions and Entrepreneurship
Many scholars have identified entrepreneurship as an example of a planned behavior highly
characterized by intentionality (Engle et al. 2010; Ceresia 2018; Arranz et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019),
since it can be considered a career choice. Behavioral intentions, defined as states of mind that direct
the attention and effort of a person towards specific goals, are regarded as the most powerful precursor
of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991). From this consideration, we can argue that intentions towards the
creation and managing of a firm can be considered a valid antecedent of entrepreneurial behavior.
As the literature on the topic reports, entrepreneurial individuals’ intentions can be affected by factors
related both to the inner psychological worlds of the individuals and to the external social, bureaucratic
and economic situation of a country (Ajzen 1991; Neneh 2014; Gilmartin et al. 2019); thus, making it
a suitable variable to intercept the effect of macro phenomena—such as corruption—on individuals’
behaviors—e.g., starting a new firm—and vice versa. In the light of this consideration, we will now
discuss the factors capable of hindering or fostering entrepreneurial intentions.
2.2. A Differential Analysis of the Effects of Institutional Dimensions on Entrepreneurial Intentions
Several scholars have underlined how the normative and cognitive-cultural dimensions have
a greater impact on business activity, economic development and entrepreneurial intentions than the
regulative dimension (Aparicio et al. 2016; Thornton et al. 2011).
Urbano and Alvarez (2014), aiming to uncover the effects of the three institutional dimensions on
the entrepreneurial ecosystem, demonstrated how entrepreneurial intentions are more influenced by
the cognitive-cultural dimension—rendered operational through the measurement of entrepreneurial
skills, the fear of failure and any direct familiarity with an entrepreneur—than the regulative one.
Taking into account this result, we may suppose that factors which are directly linked to the inner
psychological world (psychological-cognitive variables)—such as perceptions and beliefs about oneself
or the entrepreneurial ecosystem—might have a greater impact on fostering EI than variables linked
to the outside world—such as the presence of norms and rules—even if strict. Aparicio et al. (2016)
seems to go in that direction as well and prove that one’s individual perception of governmental
efforts to stop corruption and one’s beliefs about one’s own entrepreneurial skills and knowledge can
affect entrepreneurial intentions more than norms and government policies. Moreover, the study of
Choo and Wong (2006), meant to explore the importance attributed to factors capable of fostering
or hindering the entrepreneurial careers and intentions of would-be entrepreneurs, seems to go in
that direction as well. In fact, they found that the difficulties associated with personal capabilities
(perception about lack of skills) and the perceptions of economic risk and future uncertainty (hard
reality) ranked higher than the difficulties linked to being bound by entrepreneurial rules (compliance
costs) (Choo and Wong 2006).
Such results could be explained by taking into account the fact that everyone tends to maintain
a state of cognitive equilibrium between perceptions, attitudes, beliefs and behaviors (Heider 1946).
In accordance with the self-verification theory, the choice of becoming an entrepreneur may be seen
mainly to be a way for individuals to verify themselves and their own beliefs (Swann 1983). Only after
their intentions pass the self-verification process do would-be entrepreneurs come to terms with the
limitations posed by the real socio-economic and cultural context in which they live, such as regulations
and norms relating to credit access. In other words, it is primarily through beliefs, social norms and
self-efficacy perceptions—the informal factors that one wants to self-verify with—that individuals
define their own career aspirations and paths, by attributing meaning to stimuli from the external
world (Urbano and Alvarez 2014). The decision to launch a start-up is mainly based on what would-be
entrepreneurs perceive as desirable for themselves, what is feasible based on their internal and external
resources and what is ethically acceptable. Only after these conditions are met, would-be entrepreneurs
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tend to come to terms with the regulative dimension in order to achieve their career goals (Autio et al.
2001; Engle et al. 2010; Linan and Chen 2009).
3. Corruption and Entrepreneurial Intentions
The impact of corruption on entrepreneurial dynamics became an attractive topic for scholars
after the appearance of public scandals that led to the delegitimization of many governments in the
last 40 years (Husted 1999). Corruption could be defined as the illicit use of one’s position or power for
perceived personal or collective gain (Ashforth et al. 2008, p. 671).
Several scholars have demonstrated that corruption has significant effects on the entrepreneurial
ecosystem and economic development of a country (Moiseev and Goncharova 2019; Zakharov 2019;
Bardhan 1997; Mauro 1995). More recently, scholars have underlined that people’s perceptions about
corruption and the efficacy of governmental efforts to fight corruption are important elements of
their cognitive-cultural dimension and have been greatly underestimated as influences of peoples’
entrepreneurial intentions (Aparicio et al. 2016; Neneh 2014; North 1991; Stenholm et al. 2013).
In literature, corruption and corrupt behaviors have been studied through different methods,
taking into account micro (as individual phenomenon) and macro (as country-level phenomenon)
points of view (Pertiwi 2018). First of all, on an individual level, corrupt behaviors have been
tested inside experiments—e.g., business and trust games—within laboratories and controlled
environments—settings where scholars investigated the factors capable of making individuals act
corruptly. (Armantier and Boly 2008; Barr and Serra 2010). For example, Barr and Serra (2010) reported
how corrupt behaviors can be predicted taking into account the pervasiveness of corruption within the
countries where the subjects came from. More specifically, undergraduate subjects coming from highly
corrupt countries were more likely to act corruptly than graduated subjects coming from the same
countries. This astonishing result led the scholars to propose that corruption might be identified as
a cultural phenomenon able to influence people’s ideas and behaviors (Barr and Serra 2010). However,
the experimental approach to corruption has two possible flaws: One linked specifically to the illegal
nature of corrupt behaviors; people might avoid behaving corruptly in fear of being discovered or
being seen as someone who justify corruption (Johnson and Van de Vijver 2003; Andersen and Mayerl
2017; Moreno 2002). The other one is connected to the fact that laboratories cannot fully duplicate
natural environments; thus, this approach may suffer from weak external validity (Levitt and List 2007;
Barr and Serra 2010).
For these reasons in the literature, corruption has been studied mostly by means of indicators
elaborated by global organizations that analyze the perception of corruption at a national level of
analysis (Jancsics 2019). For example, the corruption perception index (CPI), which represents the
perception of the pervasiveness of corruption, and the control of corruption index (CC), which measures
the perception of the efficacy of governmental efforts to fight corruption, are the indexes used most
in the literature on the topic (World Bank 2016; Transparency International 2017). Though they are
indicators of simple perceptions, the CPI and CC are considered by scholars as valid and reliable
tools to assess the real presence of corruption in a specific socio-economic context and the efficacy
of government policies that aim to eradicate corruption (Olken 2009). This shared consideration is
rooted in the fact that the corrupt activities are managed and carried out in a covert way, making it
almost impossible for researchers to have objective and reliable data about their occurrences within
a country-wide entrepreneurial ecosystem.
There are several studies that have extensively explored the possible effects of corruption on
a national economy and entrepreneurial development at a national level of analysis, although their
results have often been in contrast (del Mar Salinas-Jiménez and Salinas-Jiménez 2007; Dutta and
Sobel 2016; Paunov 2016; Dreher and Gassebner 2013; Hanoteau and Vial 2014; Anokhin and Schulze
2009; Glaeser and Saks 2006; Li and Wu 2010). On the other hand, it is quite rare to find studies
aimed at uncovering the possible effects of corruption on entrepreneurial behaviors and intentions at
an individual level of analysis.
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3.1. The Effects of Corruption on Entrepreneurial Intentions: The National Level of Analysis
The literature about the effects of corruption on entrepreneurial intentions at a national level of
analysis presents two opposite hypotheses: the grease-the-wheel and the sand-the-wheel hypotheses.
The supporters of the grease-the-wheel hypothesis believe that in countries characterized by
numerous barriers to entrepreneurial activity, such as excessively strict norms and regulations or
obstacles to obtaining credit, corruption may play the role of an economic catalyst. In fact, it can foster the
creation of new firms by helping people to overcome bureaucratic limitations by simplifying—through
illicit means—business procedures and processes (Dreher and Gassebner 2013; Hanoteau and Vial
2014). Harbi and Anderson (2010), by using an econometric model, underlined that when the
perceived corruption index increases (i.e., the economy is seen as corruption-free) the self-employment
rate decreases.
On the contrary, supporters of the sand-the-wheel hypothesis firmly exclude corruption as
a phenomenon that may have positive effects on entrepreneurial development. This consideration
finds its reasons due to the terrible consequences that corruption has on the competitiveness of the
productive system, the problems associated with copyright and patent grants, and the obstacles
encountered by firms seeking to enter the market (Dutta and Sobel 2016; Hanoteau and Vial 2014;
Mauro 1995; del Mar Salinas-Jiménez and Salinas-Jiménez 2007; Gang and Yano 2017).
Although these two hypotheses seem incompatible, Hanoteau and Vial (2014) proposed that
they could perhaps coexist within the same entrepreneurial ecosystem, arguing that corruption may
affect a company’s bottom line differently according to a few specific, contextual factors. For example,
Zhou and Peng (2012) showed that corruption and bribery could generate more advantages for big
firms than for small and medium-sized firms, due to the greater financial resources of the former.
As Hanoteau and Vial (2014, p. 1) suggested: we argue that the grease and sand-the-wheel effects are
likely to co-exist among a large number of firms, and that the industrial effect of corruption depends
on the productivity drivers that fuel a firm’s dynamics.
In light of these considerations, a growing number of researchers are wondering whether the
effect of corruption on entrepreneurial behavior is specific to the context in which entrepreneurs act.
Ward et al. (2019) and Harbi and Anderson (2010) underlined that when the perceived corruption
index increases, the number of patented innovations increases, too. Since patent grants are a proxy of
innovative (effective) entrepreneurship, it could be hypothesized that the positive impact of corruption
on entrepreneurial development is limited to the start-up birth rate, but has a negative impact on
a ability of firm’s ability to generate innovations and sustainable competitive advantages.
Taking into account those considerations, we formulated the following proposition:
Proposition 1. Corruption generally exerts a negative effect on entrepreneurial intentions at a national level
of analysis, whereas this effect is negatively moderated by the number of restrictions placed on entrepreneurial
activity by institutional dimensions.
3.2. The Effects of Corruption on Entrepreneurial Intentions: The Individual Level of Analysis
Studies focused on the effects of the corruption of an entrepreneurial ecosystem on entrepreneurial
intentions have reported conflicting results. Allini et al. (2017) underlined that Italian college business
students’ entrepreneurial intentions are negatively predicted by the perception of the pervasiveness
of corruption in the entrepreneurial ecosystem, since it produces a climate of distrust (Ciziceno and
Travaglino 2019) and a perceived reduction in the probability of business success. This study seems to
confirm the sand-the-wheel hypothesis.
Nevertheless, Djankov et al. (2005) in a study aimed at identifying the characteristics of
Russian entrepreneurs that distinguish them from the rest of Russian citizens, demonstrated that
entrepreneurs tend to be more inclined to justify corruption. From this perspective, corruption is
viewed by entrepreneurs as an effective strategy to solve business processes, in accordance with the
grease-the-wheel hypothesis.
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Some scholars have shown that corruption perception is a positive antecedent of entrepreneurial
intentions in a sample of Italian college students and graduates, supporting the grease-the-wheel
hypothesis (Ceresia and Mendola 2019). In line with the studies cited earlier, Neneh (2014) also
observed a positive, but weak, correlation between exogenous obstacles—a variable referring to bribery,
corruption and crime—and young Cameroon college students’ entrepreneurial intentions.
Such results seem to confirm—indirectly and at an individual level of analysis—the hypothesis
formulated by Harbi and Anderson (2010) regarding the role of corruption as a grease-the-wheel factor
affecting entrepreneurial intentions. The only exception contrasting this hypothesis is represented
by the work of Allini et al. (2017), which displays a negative relationship between corruption and
entrepreneurial intentions.
First of all, it is important to underline that all of the studies that have reported a positive relation
between corruption and entrepreneurial intentions have been carried out in countries characterized
by a high level of corruption at the national level. This could support the hypothesis proposed by
Djankov et al. (2005) that entrepreneurs, working on daily basis in an entrepreneurial ecosystem
with a high degree corruption, are inclined to learn, signify and assimilate corruption and corrupt
behaviors as part of their ordinary managerial activities. In other words, having acquired specific skills
and competencies—culturally transmitted—about planning, implementing and monitoring corrupt
behaviors, entrepreneurs might end up perceiving these activities as acceptable behaviors, useful to
avoiding uncertainty and lowering entrepreneurial risks (Hanoteau and Vial 2014; Harbi and Anderson
2010; Ceresia and Mendola 2019).
Hence, it seems that entrepreneurs and even young, would-be entrepreneurs operating within
socio-economic contexts characterized by a high level of corruption may end up interpreting corruption
as a viable and acceptable practice through which they can overcome the difficulties induced by
institutional dimensions (North 1991, 2005; Scott 1995; Urbano and Alvarez 2014). In the light of those
considerations, we formulated the following proposition:
Proposition 2. Corruption generally exerts a negative effect on entrepreneurial intentions at an individual level
of analysis, whereas this effect is negatively moderated by the quantity of restrictions on entrepreneurial activity
imposed by overseeing institutions.
4. The Influence of National Culture on the Relationship between Corruption and
Entrepreneurial Intentions: Interaction across Individual and National Levels of Analysis
Proposition 2 highlights the complex nature of the relationship between corruption and
entrepreneurial intentions. In fact, this relationship seems to be characterized by the presence
of a vicious circle that describes and explains the effects of interaction across various levels of analysis.
In more detail, many people’s broad propensities to adopt corrupt behaviors in order to achieve their
entrepreneurial goals could not only root corruption deeper into ordinary entrepreneurial praxis,
but it could also affect people’s values, beliefs and opinions—that constitute the country’s national
culture—about the relationship between corruption and entrepreneurship. This process, that starts
from individuals and affects the entire country, may disguise another type of interaction in the opposite
direction, since it is highly likely that individuals can in turn be influenced by national culture through
the well-known mechanism of cultural socialization. In other words, inverse interaction may occur
between the country and individual level of analysis, and in conjunction with the process described
above (from the individual to the national level of analysis), it may elicit a self-sustaining process that
aims to reinforce both corruption and the values, beliefs and opinions of national cultures that facilitate
the acceptance of corrupt behaviors right and useful.
Since national values, beliefs and opinions compatible with people’s willingness to accept corrupt
behaviors can be inter-generationally transmitted through the socialization process, they may increment
people’s perception of the pervasiveness of corruption in the entrepreneurial ecosystem, reinforcing
people’s inescapable feeling of being forced to adopt such behavior to succeed in their business
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activities. Finally, sharing such a behavioral model might be at first tolerated and then fully accepted
by society, thereby completing and consolidating the vicious circle.
With this in mind, the implementation of national culture theories with the entrepreneurial field
of study might be a useful additional tool to unveil the complexity that characterizes the relationship
between corruption and entrepreneurial intentions. Thus, national cultures—constituted by shared
values, beliefs, attitudes and behavioral habits—seem to play an important role in affecting the
relationship between corruption and entrepreneurial behaviors (Hofstede 1980; Husted 1999; Hayton
et al. 2002; Taras et al. 2010).
Actually, several studies have explored the relationship between corruption and entrepreneurial
behavior through the theoretical framework proposed by Hofstede (1980), who defines national culture
as a particular state of mind that differentiates one human group from another (Taras et al. 2010).
Hofstede’s (1980, 2001) original theoretical model states that national culture can be analyzed through
four dimensions:
•

•
•

•

Individualism/collectivism (IND): This dimension refers to the extent people tend to act as
individuals or as members of a community. In other words, this dimension investigates whether
people base their decisions on their personal needs or on the needs of their group.
Power distance (PD): this dimension refers to the extent to which people accept, within a country,
that economic or political power is assigned unequally.
Uncertainty avoidance (UA): this dimension refers to the extent to which a specific society feels
threatened by ambiguous situations and tends to reduce the occurrence of these situations by
creating more opportunities for career stability; establishing a lot of formal norms and rules;
rejecting abnormal behavior and ideas; believing that there is an absolute truth; and attributing
great value to specific expertise.
Masculinity/femininity (MAS): this dimension refers to how many of the shared cultural values
within a country can be associated with an ideal model of masculinity—such as assertiveness,
the desire for domination over another person, and economic power, success and competitiveness,
rather than being linked to characteristics of an ideal feminine model—such as importance
being attributed to friendly relationships and cooperation as a way to achieve economic and
physical safety.

Several scholars have verified that these cultural dimensions can have a significant impact on
individuals’ evaluations and perceptions of the behaviors performed by social actors and the various
aspects of the regulative dimension (Getz and Volkema 2001; Husted 1999; Davis and Ruhe 2003;
Taras et al. 2010).
Studies on the topic of the relationship between national culture and corruption in the
entrepreneurial ecosystem have underlined that:
•

•

•

•

National cultures characterized by a low level of individualism predispose the population to
a high level of corruption, since they emphasize values associated with putting the well-being of
one’s own group before following formal norms and rules (Husted 1999; Davis and Ruhe 2003).
National cultures characterized by a high level of power distance predispose the population to
a high level of corruption since managerial and economic decisions are made by bosses at their sole
discretion, instead of being based on meritocracy, accountability and responsibility. This situation
leads people to become obsequious and show formal respect to these bosses, who might base their
decisions on corruption or nepotism (Husted 1999; Davis and Ruhe 2003; Getz and Volkema 2001).
National Cultures characterized by high levels of uncertainty avoidance may predispose the
population to a high level of corruption since there are shared values and beliefs that corruption
can be an effective tool to reduce the risks and ambiguity related to entrepreneurial activities,
providing entrepreneurs with undeserved success (Husted 1999; Getz and Volkema 2001).
National cultures characterized by a high level of Masculinity predispose the population to higher
levels of corruption since they transmit shared values that view corruption as a means justified by
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the ultimate end. For example, people may display a high degree of tolerance towards ethically
controversial activities that facilitate the satisfaction of entrepreneurs’ desires for success. (Husted
1999; Davis and Ruhe 2003).
The relationship between individualism and corruption seems to be the most controversial.
Although Davis and Ruhe (2003) found a reasonably negative relationship between high scores in
individualism and the perception of corruption, Husted (1999) provided results that do not confirm
that individualism has an actual role in influencing corruption.
Taras et al., in a meta-analysis (Taras et al. 2010), explored the effects on a national level of analysis
that the cultural dimensions of the Hofstede model may have on corruption. The results revealed that
IND is a negative antecedent of corruption, confirming the work of Davis and Ruhe (2003), whereas
PD, UA and MAS appeared as positive antecedents of corruption perception within the entrepreneurial
ecosystem (Taras et al. 2010).
Taking into account the work of Taras et al. (2010), one could firmly argue that national culture,
subdivided into the four cultural dimensions proposed by Hofstede (1980, 2001), has a role in
shaping the ways corruption is perceived and carried out by economic agents within a specific
entrepreneurial ecosystem.
The fact that countries with a national culture characterized by high levels of PD, UA and MAS and
low levels of IND predispose the population to higher levels of corruption could be seen and explained
by the vicious circle model described above. More specifically, individuals who operate within
an entrepreneurial ecosystem characterized by national culture values compatible with corruption and
who recognize these characteristics as belonging to their own entrepreneurial ecosystem may tend
to conceive corruption as a useful tool and as useful leverage, and might lead them to achieve their
entrepreneurial success and goals more easily, if adequately managed.
In light of this, individuals might operate in tacit compliance with a socially-shared behavioral
model marked by corruption. This model would be inter-generationally transmitted, and perceived as
unsurprising, shareable and useful, thanks to the well-known psychological mechanism of psychological
justifications (Welsh et al. 2014). This mechanism describes a translation from individual perceptions
about corruption pervasiveness to actual corrupt behaviors. A corrupted country—characterized by
a high frequency of corrupt behaviors—might reinforce perceptions of corruption’s pervasiveness
that in turn elicit more corrupt behaviors (Rosid et al. 2018). This can be especially true in economies
traditionally characterized by high levels of corruption in the past, since it can be considered reasonable
to think that people have adapted corrupt behaviors into their business daily activities. From this
point of view, it is possible to expect that a would-be entrepreneurs will show higher entrepreneurial
intentions if their perceptions of the pervasiveness of corruption in the entrepreneurial ecosystem are
“syntonic” with the real level of corruption of the entrepreneurial ecosystem.
On the other hand, in a country traditionally characterized by low level of corruption,
individual perceptions that view corruption as pervasive of the entrepreneurial ecosystem may lower
business-related behavioral intentions since people are not used to it and may end up discouraged
since it rips the entrepreneurial ecosystem from its equity. Hence, it is possible to expect that would-be
entrepreneurs show lower entrepreneurial intentions if their perceptions of the pervasiveness of
corruption in the entrepreneurial ecosystem are “dystonic” with the real level of corruption of the
entrepreneurial ecosystem.
This proposition—if empirically verified—might represent an advancement in the studies about
the relationship between the corruption of an entrepreneurial ecosystem and entrepreneurial intentions.
Corruption might have multiple direct and side effects on the actual state of the economy of a country,
as it might be detrimental to entrepreneurial ecosystems, since a talented would-be entrepreneur could
be discouraged from undertaking entrepreneurial activities as a consequence of the dystonia between
his own perception of corruption of entrepreneurial ecosystem and the real level of corruption of the
entrepreneurial ecosystem. In light of the proposition described above, we want to highlight that
environmental perceptions and actual behaviors are strictly related in the corruption domain.
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On a larger scale, it is possible to imagine how individual perceptions of corruption may have
qualitatively different impacts on individual entrepreneurial intentions because of the pervasiveness of
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theoretical model deemed finalistic, deterministic and reductionist. Such a model would predict that
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the purpose
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thisfrom
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it seems
make due
a
inextricably,
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of destiny
and judicial
sentence
which point,
individuals
canuseful
nevertoescape,
to
reference to the slippery slope effect. According to this effect, small but continuous immoral acts may
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the stability of the national culture over time (Davis and Ruhe 2003; Getz and Volkema 2001). With the
purpose of clarifying this important point, it seems useful to make a reference to the slippery slope
effect. According to this effect, small but continuous immoral acts may lead individuals to commit
ever-greater immoral acts without suffering from repercussions to the self or positive self-perception.
In fact, through a gradual process of moral disengagement, individuals avoid seeing themselves in
a negative light as unethical people; thus, they are able avoid a sense of cognitive dissonance and
maintain a positive vision of themselves (Milgram 1963; Freedman and Fraser 1966; Welsh et al. 2014;
Bandura 1999; Mazar et al. 2008; Festinger 1957; Stone and Cooper 2001).
The Slippery Slope Phenomenon: The Effect of Corruption on Entrepreneurial Intentions at the Intra-Individual
Level of Analysis
Referring to the socio-cognitive theory of Bandura (1986), many scholars have demonstrated how
even individuals who perceive themselves as morally engaged might end up unconsciously carrying
out unethical behaviors, even of significant consequence, if these behaviors are enacted gradually over
time and not suddenly. This gradualness will lead individuals to experience a slight, but concrete
escalation that in turn will drive them away from their initial shared moral models (Welsh et al. 2014).
Taking into account this phenomenon, we can wonder whether individuals who operate in
countries characterized by national cultural values that predispose the population to corruption might
be exposed precociously and frequently to slippery-slope conditions, and which may lead them to
develop unethical behavior because of the cumulative effect of minor transgressions that become major
ones (Welsh et al. 2014). The socio-cognitive theory proposed by Bandura (1986) underlines that every
conduct or behavior can be learnt through a vicarious learning experience, such that people adopt
specific behavioral models simply by seeing other individuals performing them. Therefore, morally
engaged individuals may learn and adopt corrupt conduct because of one such a vicarious learning
process, initially focused on minor transgressions or small infractions, and then on more serious ones.
As this process will continue gradually, it will not clash with the moral and ethical sense of self of these
initially morally-engaged individuals (Welsh et al. 2014).
In light of these considerations, we can argue that a national culture marked by endemic corruption
would not form corrupt individuals directly, but it could provide the intellectual tools, habits, ways of
thinking and values that may end up accelerating and promoting the adoption of a corporate managerial
style based on corruption. Entrepreneurs could see corruption as a useful tool to be used in their
business activities (Husted 1999).
6. Conclusions and Limitations
The main limitation of this paper is represented by the fact that the propositions were not verified
through empirical research. However, if our propositions are confirmed, it will be necessary to revise
the theoretical models that affirm the existence of a linear relationship between corruption and the
entrepreneurial ecosystem; that is, a relationship that is unaffected by contextual elements peculiar to
a given country, such as the ones cited above as “sand-the-wheel” and “grease-the-wheel”. If that is so,
prompted by the awareness that corrupt phenomena acquire a specific cultural valence in relationship
to differences in national cultures, governments should partially redesign their anti-corruption policies.
We can argue that they should shift their focus from a logic centered on fighting corruption directly
to a logic of prevention, concentrating on developing strategies that can act simultaneously both on
the individual level and on the national level. More specifically, in a country with a high degree of
perception of corruption, counteractions aimed at making people more aware of the pervasiveness of
corruption within their entrepreneurial ecosystem could paradoxically produce counterproductive
effects, since it would confirm people’s belief that entrepreneurs must come to terms with an endemic
entrepreneurial ecosystem that is both corrupt and corrupting.
In conclusion, it appears possible to imagine and implement effective public policies aimed at
improving the entrepreneurial ecosystem in countries with a high level of corruption only by taking
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into account the great complexity of the relationship between corruption and entrepreneurial intentions
within that country.
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